Introduction
============

The intestinal epithelium separates intestinal tissues from the environment including the intestinal luminal microflora. It is a highly specialized cell layer characterized by tight intercellular contacts that prevent unwanted fluid leakage and penetration of pathogens.[@R1] Disruption of this cellular barrier can lead to diarrhea or acute colitis and is also a hallmark of chronic inflammatory disorders of the intestines such as Crohn's disease (CD) or ulcerative colitis (UC), also referred to as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD).[@R2] The stability of the epithelial barrier is ensured by transmembrane adhesion molecules organized into structures called tight junctions, adherens junctions and desmosomes ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).[@R3]^,^[@R4] These structures also guarantee a strict polarization of the epithelium into apical and basal compartments by blocking intramembranal diffusion of plasma membrane components. The most apically localized junction is the tight junction followed immediately by adherens junctions. Together they are referred to as the apical junctional complex (AJC).[@R5] Tight junctions (TJ) are comprised of transmembrane adhesion molecules of various protein families such as the claudins, junctional adhesion molecules (JAM) or occludin that are intracellularly linked to the actin cytoskeleton via various adaptor molecules such as members of the zonula occludens (ZO) family.[@R6] Adherens junctions (AJ) are comprised mainly of E-cadherin that is connected to the stabilizing circumferential actin belt via adaptor molecules of the catenin family. Moreover, nectins are components of AJ.[@R7] Desmosomes are found beneath AJ, are comprised of the desmosomal cadherins desmoglein and desmocollin and connected intracellularly to the keratin intermediate filament cytoskeleton via the adaptor molecules desmoplakin, plakophillin and plakoglobin.[@R4] TJs are known to seal the paracellular pathway, whereas AJ and desmosomes rather provide the mechanical adhesive strength to maintain the cellular contacts and allow TJ assembly.[@R8]^,^[@R9] The connection of junctional structures to the actin cytoskeleton is of vital importance for the stability of the epithelial barrier.[@R10]^,^[@R11] Thus, the regulation not only of these structures themselves but of the interaction between them is crucial for the maintenance of epithelial integrity. Disruption of both junctions and cytoskeleton are key events during infection and inflammation leading to a breakdown of barrier functionality.[@R12]^-^[@R14] Important signaling molecules involved in the regulation of actin dynamics and AJC stability are small GTPases.[@R15]^,^[@R16] GTPases are molecular switches that cycle between an inactive GDP-bound state and an active GTP-bound state ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). GTP binding leads to conformational changes allowing for the interaction of GTPases with their downstream effector molecules to regulate various important cellular processes.[@R17] The activation loop of GTPases is regulated by three different classes of proteins: guanylate exchange factors (GEF) regulate the exchange of GDP for GTP and thus activate small GTPases; guanylate activating proteins (GAP) activate the intrinsic GTPase function to hydrolyze bound GTP and thus deactivate small GTPases; guanylate dissociation inhibitors sequester GDP-bound small GTPases and prevent them from being activated but also from being degraded.[@R18]^,^[@R19] Misregulation of GTPase activation is associated with both junctional and cytoskeletal dysfunction. Since this can be observed in many pathological conditions including IBD, GTPases are important pharmacological targets.[@R20]^,^[@R21] Activated GTPases bind to their effector molecules to stimulate cellular processes such as epithelial polarization and formation of junctions that have been reviewed elsewhere.[@R15]^,^[@R22]^-^[@R25] Additionally, the maintenance of intestinal epithelial barrier integrity also relies on a GTPase-mediated fine-tuning of junctional and cytoskeletal dynamics.[@R10]^,^[@R25] Impressive progress has been made recently in identifying mechanisms by which GTPases regulate intestinal epithelial barrier functions. In this review, we summarize common and unique mechanisms by which different small GTPases contribute to the regulation of intestinal barrier homeostasis and how dysregulation during infection or inflammation evokes pathologic conditions.

![**Figure 1.** Polarized intestinal epithelium with intercellular junctions. The apical junctional complex, consisting of TJ and AJ, allows the establishment of cell polarization into apical and basaloteral compartments. The most apically localized junction is the TJ followed by AJ and desmosomes along the lateral cell-cell contacts. These structures have the same organization: 1) integral membrane proteins with heterophilic or homophilic interaction in *cis* (interaction with neighboring molecules within the same membrane) and in *trans* (interaction with proteins of the neighboring cell to form the actual cell contacts); 2) scaffold molecules which connect the integral membrane proteins with actin or intermediate filaments, and signaling molecules such as small GTPases and their GEFs and GAPs; and 3) the actin cytoskeleton or intermediate filaments that provide mechanical strength for the junctions.](tisb-1-e26938-g1){#F1}

![**Figure 2.** Regulation of small GTPases. Small GTPases of the Ras superfamily are mostly regulated via a cycle of GDP-for-GTP exchange regulated by GEFs and hydrolysis of bound GTP facilitated by GAPs. GDP-bound GTPases can be sequestered by GDIs to prevent their activation. Active GTPases interact and activate a plethora of different effector molecules to transduce the activating signal.](tisb-1-e26938-g2){#F2}

The Ras superfamily of small GTPases
------------------------------------

The Ras superfamily of small GTPases consists of 6 subfamilies, namely Ras, Rho, Arf, Ran, Rab and Rheb.[@R26] This superfamily of now more than 150 members is named after its protagonist Ras and plays a role in several crucial cellular processes. Most members of this superfamily share the ability of acting as molecular switches that circle between a quiescent GDP-bound state and an active GTP-bound state. However, some members of the Rho subfamily such as RhoE and RhoH do not possess intrinsic GTPase activity, are therefore constitutively GTP-bound and thought to be regulated by modulation of levels of expression or phosphorylation.[@R27]^,^[@R28] The general domain structure of virtually all Ras superfamily GTPases consists of a guanine nucleotide binding site responsible for binding GDP and GTP, two flexible "switch" regions (SW1 and SW2) that undergo conformational changes to allow for binding to downstream effector proteins, and unique C-terminal domains that can be post-translationally modified by farnesylation or geranyl-geranylation to regulate the subcellular localization of the GTPase.[@R18] By contrast, Arf GTPases contain a unique N-terminal helical domain that is target for post-(or co-)translational myristoylation that is required for membrane localization of Arf members throughout the cell.[@R22]

While the different subfamilies within the Ras superfamily are known to regulate very different processes in many different cell types, a lot of functional overlaps have also been observed.[@R18]^,^[@R29]^,^[@R30] The Rho subfamily is best known for translating extracellular stimuli to the maintenance and reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton thus driving cell movement and changes in morphology. Moreover, Rho GTPases regulate cell-cycle progression, and MAPK-dependent gene expression.[@R31] Members of the Ras subfamily are known to regulate cell polarization, proliferation and survival.[@R23] By contrast, the Arf and Rab subfamilies are best known for regulating vesicular trafficking,[@R22]^,^[@R32] the Ran subfamily mainly regulates nuclear transport and Rheb GTPases regulate mTOR activation.[@R33]^,^[@R34] However, some Ras and Arf GTPases have also been shown to participate in cytoskeletal remodeling. Accumulating evidence suggests a crucial role for members of the Rho, Ras, Arf and Rab subfamilies in the regulation of intestinal epithelial homeostasis as discussed below starting with the Rho family because it is the best studied in this field.

We provide two tables that give overviews of GTPase functions on various aspects of intestinal epithelial homeostasis and barrier integrity: [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes stabilizing and destabilizing effects that GTPase-mediated signaling pathways have on the intestinal epithelial barrier after various pro- or anti-inflammatory stimuli or infectious agents, respectively. In this table, we also correlate the described GTPase mechanisms to the diseases, animal or cellular models in which the effects had been studied. Some GTPases exert synergistic effects on the intestinal epithelial barrier, while others have rather unique functions. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} displays common and unique mechanisms that GTPases transduce to regulate intestinal epithelial homeostasis and barrier functionality. Moreover, we provide cartoons to visualize the many pathways by which small GTPases influence intestinal epithelial barrier integrity ([Figs. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#F8){ref-type="fig"})

###### **Table 1.** Overview of small GTPases and their effects on intestinal epithelial barrier function

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Small GTPase        Regulation via                                                                                                                                                         Mode of action                                                                                                                                            Model               Barrier effect   Reference
  ------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- ---------------- -----------
  RhoA                Myo9b                                                                                                                                                                  Regulates activity of RhoA via its GAP domain and RhoA localization to control MLC phosphorylation. Supports wound healing and correct TJ composition.    Caco-2              ↑                62

  p114RhoGEF          Induces spatially restricted RhoA activation and ROCKII recruitment to support early cell contact formation.                                                           Caco-2, HCE                                                                                                                                               ↑                   47               

  Myo9a               Regulates RhoA activity, cell differentiation and TJ assembly.                                                                                                         Myo9a-KO Caco-2                                                                                                                                           ↑                   65               

  CXCL12/\            Increases RhoA and F-actin localization at the leading edge. Increases MLC phosphorylation during wound healing to regulate cell migration and restitution.            IEC-6, T84                                                                                                                                                ↑                   50               
  CXCR4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  ARHGEF11            Activates RhoA and MLC at cell-cell contact sites to promote contraction of the actomyosin cytoskeleton, polarization, TJ assembly and epithelial barrier formation.   EpH4                                                                                                                                                      ↑                   48               

  TcdA                Induces RhoA glycosylation and reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton leading to activation of caspase 3 and apoptosis.                                              HT-29                                                                                                                                                     ↓                   72,73            

  IFN-γ               Induces endocytosis of TJ proteins via RhoA in confluent cells.                                                                                                        T84                                                                                                                                                       ↓                   60               

  ROCK1               Contributes to radiation-induced inflammation and barrier dysfunction.                                                                                                 C57Bl/6                                                                                                                                                   ↓                   61               

  RhoB                miRNA21                                                                                                                                                                Less degradation of RhoB ameliorates DSS-induced intestinal epithelial apoptosis and permeability.                                                        miRNA21 KO mice,\   ↑                81, 82
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       UC patients                          

  Rac1                FPR/PI3K                                                                                                                                                               Mediates activation of Rac1 and cdc42 to trigger epithelial cell restitution during wound healing.                                                        SK-CO15             ↑                84

  PTP-PEST            Suppresses activation of Rac1 at AJ to control activation of RhoA and AJ assembly during cell contact formation.                                                       IEC-6, KM 12, DLD-1, KM20                                                                                                                                 ↑                   88               

  TNF-α               Increases activation of Rac1 leading to JNK and caspase activation to promote apoptosis.                                                                               IEC-6                                                                                                                                                     ↓                   91               

  Rac2                *C. rodentium*                                                                                                                                                         Increases lymphocyte responsiveness, leukocyte recruitment, inflammation and epithelial crypt hyperplasia.                                                Rac2-KO             ↑                97

  Cdc42               Tuba                                                                                                                                                                   Activates cdc42 for correct spindle orientation via Par6B and aPKC during cell division to control correct formation of cell-cell junctions and crypts.   Caco-2              ↑                99--101

  SH3BP1              Regulates spatio-temporal cdc42 activity and actin remodeling to ensure proper junction formation.                                                                     A431, HCE, Caco-2                                                                                                                                         ↑                   105              

  AMP-18              Promotes TJ formation by recruitment of the polarity complex PKCϛ/Par6/Par3 via active cdc42. Protects from DSS colitits.                                              Caco-2                                                                                                                                                    ↑                   107              

  Cdc42-KO, Rab8a     Increases permeability by impaired polarity, proliferation and increased apoptosis.                                                                                    Cdc42-KO MVID biopsies                                                                                                                                    ↓                   103,104          

  SopE                Mimicks a eukaryotic GEF to activate cdc42 inducing caspase-1-mediated secretion of Il-1 and Il-18 to trigger gut inflammation in vivo.                                Caspase-1-KO, IL-1R-KO, IL18-KO                                                                                                                           ↓                   108              

  *C. jejuni,* CadF   Triggers activation of cdc42 and Rac1 to facilitate invasion.                                                                                                          INT-407                                                                                                                                                   ↓                   109              
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  Ras family                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  -------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ----- ----------
  Rap1                 Afadin                                                                                                                   Controls epithelial permeability probably by regulation of PI3K/Akt and correct nectin localization at AJ.                               Afadin^vil−/−^-KO                           ↑     128
  Rap2A                PDZ-GEF                                                                                                                  Activates TNIK for recruitment of MST4 and phosphorylation of Ezrin. Regulates polarization and brush border formation.                  Ls174T-W4                                   ↑     131
  Rap2C                PDZ-GEF1                                                                                                                 JAM-A and afadin-dependent recruitment of PDZ-GEF1 and activation of Rap2C inhibits RhoA-mediated actin contraction.                     SK-CO15                                     ↑     127
  Ras                  Inflammation: TNF-α, DSS, TNBS                                                                                           Increases levels of proinflammatory cytokines, epithelial apoptosis and susceptibility to colitis via disturbed Raf/MEK/ERK signaling.   DSS/TNBS colitis in mice and rat; KSR1-KO   ↓     119--121
  EphrinB1/EprhinB2R   Increases RAS activity and ERK phosphorylation and decreases Rap1 activity to induce actin cytoskeleton contractility.   DLD-1                                                                                                                                    ↓                                           129   

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Rab family                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  --------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ----- ----------
  Rab5                        Ca-depletion                                                                          Internalization of junction proteins for a transient opening of cell contacts.   T84                         ↓     135

  Coxsackie virus infection   Activation of Rab5 and 34 cause specific internalization of occludin and the virus.   Caco-2                                                                           ↓                           136   

  Rab4/11                     IFN-γ                                                                                 Macropinocytosis of TJ proteins into recycling endosomes.                        T84                         ↓     137

  Rab11                       MVID                                                                                  Redistribution to apical cytoplasmic regions.                                    MVID biopsies               ↓     138

  Rab13                       Ca-depletion,\                                                                        Redistribution together with other TJ molecules into the cytosol.                Caco-2, Human CD biopsies   ↓     139, 140
                              CD                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Arf family                                                                                                                                                        
  ------------ ------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- --- -----
  Arf1         GBF1    Mediates vesicular Golgi-to-plasma membrane transport of junctional proteins.                                SK-CO15                     ↑   149

  Arfrp1       \-      Promotes trans-Golgi-to-plasma membrane trafficking of E-cadherin and E-cadherin mediated adhesion.          Arfrp1^vil−/−^-KO, Hela,\   ↑   155
                                                                                                                                    Ltk-Ecad                        

  Arf6         IFN-γ   Activates an ERK1/2-MEK-PI3K-Fyn-ARF6 cascade to facilitate transcytosis of bacteria across gut epithelia.   T84                         ↓   146

  Arf1, Arf6   CT      Induces ADP-ribosylation of G~αs~, clathrin-mediated CT-uptake and intracellular vesicular trafficking.      H4, T84                     ↓   148
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### **Table 2.** Overview of common and unique mechanisms by which small GTPases affect intestinal epithelial barrier function

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Mechanism                       Mode of action                                                                                Small GTPases\            Model                                    Effect on barrier   Reference
                                                                                                                                involved                                                                               
  ------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------- ----------------------------
  Cell contact stability          Increased formation of cortical actin and TJ strengthening                                    Rac1, cdc42, Rap1         Afadin^vil−/−^-KO                        ↑                   21, 58, 128

  Cell contact stability          Inhibition of RhoA-mediated actin contractiliy                                                Rac1, Rap2C               IEC-6. KM 12, DLD-1, KM20, SK-CO15       ↑                   88, 127

  AJ stabilization                SH3BP1-mediated stabilization of the junctional actin belt                                    Rac1, cdc42               A431, HCE, Caco-2                        ↑                   105

  Wound healing                   Regulation of proper actin dynamics and formation of junctions                                RhoA, Rac1, cdc42, Rap1   Caco-2, SK-CO15, A431, HCE, IEC-6, T84   ↑                   50, 62, 105, 157

  Vesiclular transport            Correct transport of E-cadherin from Golgi to plama membrane                                  Arfrp1                    Arfrp1^vil−/−^-KO, Hela,\                ↑                   155
                                                                                                                                                          Ltk-Ecad                                                     

  Induction of apoptosis          Activation of caspases after proinflammatory stimuli                                          RhoA, Rac1                HT-29,\                                  ↓                   72, 91
                                                                                                                                                          IEC-6                                                        

  TJ disassembly                  Stimuli-dependent transient endocytosis of TJ molecules                                       Rab5, Rab11, Rab13        T84, Caco-2, human biopses               ↓                   135--137, 139, 140

  Facilitated pathogen invasion   GTPase activation by toxins that trigger inflammation, pathogen endocytosis or transcytosis   RhoA, cdc42, Arf1, Arf6   HT-29, Caco-2, Casp-1-KO,\               ↓                   72--74, 108, 109, 146, 148
                                                                                                                                                          IL-1R-KO, IL18-KO, T84, H4                                   
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  unique                                                                                                                                                                
  ------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- ----------- --- --------
  Cortical actin formation                                     Rac1 and cdc42 activation                                                        Rap1    SK-CO15,\   ↑   83, 84
                                                                                                                                                        IEC-6           

  Brush border formation                                       Activation of ezrin                                                              Rap2A   Ls174T-W4   ↑   131

  TJ stabilization by accumulation of ZOs                      Recruitment of the polarity complex PKCϛ/Par6/cdc42/Par3                         cdc42   Caco-2      ↑   107

  Mitotic spindle orientation                                  Correct single-lumen crypt formation                                             cdc42   Caco-2      ↑   99

  TJ protein endocytosis                                       IFNγ-induced formation of vacuolar apical compartments via ROCK1 and myosin II   RhoA    T84         ↓   60

  Contractile stress fibers; Erk, p38 and MLCphosphorylation   ROCK1 and mDia1 activation by proinflammatory cytokines                          RhoA    Caco-2      ↓   52
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

![**Figure 3.** RhoA-mediated signaling pathways regulating intestinal epithelial homeostasis. Cartoon depicting molecular mechanisms employed by RhoA to control intestinal epithelial barrier integrity. Arrows indicate activation and lines with bars inhibition. Each color represents a separate pathway. Question marks indicate known outcomes by yet undefined mechanisms. For details see text.](tisb-1-e26938-g3){#F3}

![**Figure 8.** Signaling pathways of members of the Arf subfamily regulating membrane trafficking for the control of intestinal epithelial homeostasis. Cartoons depicting molecular mechanisms employed by the Arf subfamily (B) to control intestinal epithelial barrier integrity. Arrows indicate activation and lines with bars inhibition. Each color represents a separate pathway. Question marks indicate known outcomes by yet undefined mechanisms. For details see text.](tisb-1-e26938-g8){#F8}

Rho family
----------

The mammalian Rho family is comprised of 20 members with RhoA, Rac1 and cdc42 being the best characterized members.[@R15] The classical Rho family members (activated by GTP binding) are divided into different subgroups including Rho, Rac, cdc42, RhoF and RhoD. The atypical Rho GTPases (activated by different mechanisms) are divided into the RhoBTB, Rnd, RhoU and RhoV subgroups.[@R35] Rho GTPases are found in all eukaryotic species, are highly conserved and phylogenetic analyses revealed at least one *Rho* gen as common eukaryotic ancestor.[@R36] More than 100 targets have so far been identified for Rho GTPases including kinases, scaffolding molecules and other GTPases.[@R37] However, Rho GTPases are best known for their ability to control actin dynamics and thus cell morphology, motility and polarity. For example, Rac1 activation is associated with lamellipodium formation and membrane ruffling, whereas cdc42 controls actin microspike and filopodium formation. By contrast, RhoA activity is correlated with increased actin stress fiber formation via mDia1 and actomyosin contractility via ROCK1.[@R38] Besides actin dynamics, Rho GTPases also control intracellular signaling pathways involving PI3K, MAPK, and NF-κB.[@R31] On top of the target abundancy, the activation cycle of Rho family GTPases is regulated by a plethora of GEFs and GAPs.[@R18] For example, one GEF can in some cases activate several GTPases, and in other cases one GTPase can be activated by several GEFs. While this redundancy is obviously necessary to ensure a strict spatio-temporal regulation of GTPase signaling, it renders the study of Rho signaling pathways challenging. In the context of tissue barriers, plenty of studies can be found in the literature describing important roles for Rho GTPases during the formation of epithelial cell contacts and the establishment of the AJC. The interested reader is referred to some excellent recent reviews covering these aspects of Rho GTPase-mediated signaling.[@R25]^,^[@R39]^-^[@R41] Given the mentioned complexity, it is impossible to cover all aspects of Rho GTPase signaling in one review; hence we will focus on recent discoveries on Rho GTPase signaling in regulating intestinal epithelial homeostasis (summarized in [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, and [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

### Rho A

RhoA is essential during both barrier formation and disruption making the spatio-temporal control of its activation and effector specificty the most critical aspects that control the outcome of RhoA activation during intestinal epithelial homeostasis. RhoA-mediated signaling pathways are summarized in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

### GEFs regulate spatio-temporal control of RhoA activation to control junction assembly

The spatio-temporal regulation of Rho activation is crucial for several aspects of Rho signaling and has long been known to occur in various cell types during various processes. In particular, a single Rho GTPase may need to be activated in one part of a cell while inactivation may be required simultaneously in another to achieve the aim of a given signal. Rho GTPase signaling thus requires mechanisms that regulate their activity.[@R42] However, the mechanisms regulating this orchestration in space and time have remained elusive. In particular, RhoA needs to be activated to support initial cell--cell adhesion but later be inactivated to prevent cell spreading and proliferation via formation of contractile stress-fibers.[@R43]^,^[@R44] Binding of GEF-H1, a GEF for RhoA, to cingulin at TJ led to the inactivation of GEF-H1, thus providing a means to regulate Rho-mediated signaling during TJ formation.[@R45] Interestingly, siRNA-mediated depletion of GEF-H1 inhibited RhoA/ROCK-II-mediated AJC disassembly in colonic SK-CO15 cells.[@R46] Thus, GEF-H1 may play a central role to achieve a spatio-temporal regulation of RhoA.

Recently, another GEF has been identified to play a major role during RhoA regulation in Caco-2 cells.[@R47] p114RhoGEF is required for RhoA activation at cell--cell junctions. Importantly, depletion of p114RhoGEF led to a loss of RhoA activity at junctions but stimulated Rho signaling in basal cellular regions to induce MLC activation. At TJ, p114RhoGEF formed a complex with myosin II, Rock II and the junctional adaptor cingulin to trigger activation of RhoA at TJ to regulate junction formation and epithelial morphogenesis in a spatially restricted manner.

Another mechanism of RhoA contribution to TJ formation and epithelial barrier functionality is the recruitment of ARHGEF11, a GEF for RhoA, first to newly formed AJ and later to establishing TJ, where it interacts directly with ZO-1. At cell contacts, ARHGEF11 activates RhoA and MLC to trigger the organization of the AJC and the perijunctional actomyosin ring that stabilize epithelial contacts.[@R48]^,^[@R49] Thus, accumulating evidence suggests that GEFs are critical regulators of RhoA activation in space and time in order to regulate the formation and maintenance of the AJC. If other GEFs, GAPs or RhoGDIs also contribute to this spatio-temporal regulation of intestinal epithelial homeostasis via RhoA needs to be investigated in future studies. Moreover, the physiological stimuli that induce regulation of these GEFs and/or GAPs during physiological, pathological and developmental processes still remain elusive.

### RhoA regulates enterocyte migration

A pathway by which RhoA/ROCK1 signaling regulates intestinal epithelial wound healing is the activation of CXCR4 by its ligand, the chemokine CXCL12, to trigger RhoA-GTP and F-actin recruitment to the leading edge of wounded IEC-6 and T84 cell monolayers where MLC gets activated to induce enterocyte migration. The authors concluded that this Rho-dependent signaling cascade is needed for the intestinal epithelial barrier to resist injury and mediate healing.[@R50] This is an important finding since it demonstrates that chemokines do not only contribute to epithelial damage during inflammation via excessive recruitment of neutrophils,[@R51] but are also important mediators of epithelial reconstitution. Additionally, RhoA and its effectors ROCK1 and mDia1 are required for proper Caco-2 migration in wound healing assays.[@R52] Inhibition or downregulation of either protein reduced p38, MLC and nuclear Erk phosphorylation leading to significantly reduced migration.

### RhoA inactivation by cAMP signaling ameliorates colitis but inhibits wound healing

The use of cAMP-elevating agents in the treatment of IBD has been discussed because adrenomedullin, for example, ameliorated DSS colitis by reducing levels of proinflammatory cytokines.[@R53]^,^[@R54] However, another recent study revealed that other cAMP-inducing compounds (forskolin/rolipram) induced PKA activation, RhoA inactivation together with reduced actin turnover and inhibition of intestinal epithelial wound healing *in vitr*o and in vivo.[@R55] Clearly, more studies are needed to clarify the mode of action of cAMP-elevating compounds before therapeutic application is warranted.

### Myosin-dependent RhoA signaling contributes to junction disassembly

RhoA is a well-known regulator of the actin cytoskeleton via its effectors ROCK1 that controls actomyosin contractility via MLC phosphorylation and mDia1 that is required for the assembly of linear actin filaments to form stress fibers. By regulating actomyosin contractility, RhoA has profound effects on epithelial barrier function.[@R10]^,^[@R11]^,^[@R56]^-^[@R58] In particular, intestinal epithelial barrier disruption in response to proinflammatory cytokines such as IFN-γ is mediated by endocytosis of TJ proteins in T84 cells that is dependent on the activation of the RhoA/ROCK1 pathway and myosin II.[@R59]^,^[@R60] Interestingly, ROCK1 plays an important role during the onset of radiation-induced barrier dysfunction because inhibition of ROCK1 in vivo significantly reduced chemokine production and intestinal permeability to 4 kDa FITC-dextran.[@R61] Misregulation of RhoA/ROCK1-mediated MLC phosphorylation after loss of myosin IXb (myo9b) has been reported. Downregulation of myo9b, which contains a GAP domain specific for RhoA, resulted in constant phosphorylation of MLC and increased actomyosin contraction affecting intestinal epithelial wound healing and permeability to 3 kDa TRITC-dextran in Caco-2 cells.[@R62] Moreover, loss of myo9b was accompanied by aberrant localization of the TJ molecules ZO1, claudin-1 and occludin. This may have implications for the pathogenesis of IBD, because myo9b polymorphisms have been associated to development of IBD.[@R63]^,^[@R64] Downregulation of myosin XIa, which also contains a Rho-GAP domain, in Caco-2 cells led to disturbed junction formation via increased RhoA signaling.[@R65]

### Alcohol abuse leads to a RhoA-dependent increase in intestinal epithelial permeability

Another interesting mechanism of barrier disruption has been reported after excessive alcohol consumption that not only causes cirrhosis and other liver diseases but also increased intestinal epithelial permeability via redistribution of TJ molecules and increased oxidative stress.[@R66]^-^[@R68] Mechanistically, RhoA contributed to ethanol-induced increases in intestinal epithelial permeability; and shRNA-mediated downregulation of RhoA partially inhibited ethanol-induced decreases in transepithelial electrical resistance (TER), occludin internalization and increases in RhoA and MLC activity.[@R69]

### Pathogen-induced RhoA activation leads to apoptosis and barrier dysfunction

Apoptosis during inflammation or infection is another reason for epithelial barrier dysfunction,[@R70] and this can also be mediated by RhoA. For example, toxins A and B, the main pathogenic factors of C*lostridium difficile*, a pathogen that causes diarrhea and colitis, are known to glycosylate RhoA and thereby inactivate it.[@R71] This inactivation was associated with altered TJ protein localization and induction of caspase-dependent apoptosis in HT-29 and T84 cells.[@R12]^,^[@R72] RhoA glycosylation was indeed required to induce intestinal epithelial apoptosis since a mutant form of C*lostridium difficile* toxin A (TcdA) lacking glucosyltransferase functionality could not induce apoptosis. By contrast, actin disruption alone, another well-known consequence of TcdA, by latrunculin A was not sufficient to mimick the observed apoptotic effects.[@R72] TcdA-induced apoptosis could be reversed by co-incubation with glutamine or alanyl-glutamine in IEC-6 cells that was accompanied by increased RhoA expression.[@R73] Additionally, other pathogens such as *Escherichia coli, Mycobacterium avium* or *Salmonella typhimurium* have been shown to exploit mechanisms involving RhoA activation to facilitate infection.[@R74]^-^[@R77] Thus, Rho GTPases play a major role not only for the formation and homeostasis of the intestinal barrier but also as targets of pathogens to induce barrier dysfunction, and to trigger invasion. How these pathogen-induced changes in Rho GTPase activity are recognized by cells to start counteracting the infection has been a mystery. A very recent study identified nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain protein 1 (NOD1) as the molecule that sensed aberrant Rho GTPase activation upon infection. Activation of the NOD1 pathway induced NF-κB-dependent inflammatory responses to induce pathogen clearance.[@R78]

Rho B
-----

In addition to known Rho family functions such as actin remodeling and cell migration, RhoB, unlike RhoA and RhoC, also acts as gastric and colorectal tumor suppressor by regulating cell cycle and apoptosis.[@R79]^,^[@R80] Very recently, RhoB has been implicated in the regulation of intestinal epithelial barrier function. In mice deficient for micro-RNA-21 (miR-21) an increased expression of RhoB has been reported after seven days treatment with 3.5% DSS compared with WT, while the expression levels of cdc42 were decreased. This increased expression of RhoB was accompanied by an amelioration of DSS-induced intestinal epithelial apoptosis and permeability to 4 kDa FITC-dextran.[@R81] Furthermore, in biopsies of colon tissues of individuals suffering from colitis, an accumulation of miR-21 has been observed which was accompanied by reduced expression of RhoB. The authors concluded that miR-21 degrades RhoB mRNA, leading to depletion of RhoB protein, dysfunction of TJ and decreased TER suggesting an important role for both miR-21 and RhoB for epithelial barrier homeostasis.[@R82] However, the exact mechanism how RhoB contributes to TJ and thus epithelial barrier stability still needs to be investigated in more detail.

### Rac1

Rac1 is the forming member of the Rac branch of the Rho family of GTPases and plays important roles in wound healing, bacterial clearance and cell adhesion/migration by regulating actin dynamics. Wound healing, for example, depends on the precise balance of migration and differentiation of epithelial cells which involves Rho GTPase-mediated cytoskeleton remodeling and dissolution and reassembly of cellular junctions.[@R83] Rac1-mediated signaling regulating intestinal epithelial barrier functions are depicted in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and summarized in [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

![**Figure 4.** Rac1-mediated signaling pathways regulating intestinal epithelial homeostasis. Cartoon depicting molecular mechanisms employed by Rac1 to control intestinal epithelial barrier integrity. Arrows indicate activation and lines with bars inhibition. Each color represents a separate pathway. Question marks indicate known outcomes by yet undefined mechanisms. For details see text.](tisb-1-e26938-g4){#F4}

### Rac1 activation triggers intestinal epithelial cell migration and wound healing

Rac1 together with cdc42 induces intestinal wound closure. This process is mediated by N-formyl peptide receptor (FPR) stimulation leading to enhanced intestinal epithelial cell restitution through PI3K-dependent activation of Rac1 and cdc42.[@R84] Moreover, epidermal growth factor (EGF) stimulation of a mouse colonic epithelial (MCE) cell line induced wound healing mediated by PI3K- and src-mediated Rac-1 activation and membrane translocation to the leading edge where Rac1 promotes lamellipodial extension.[@R85] Specific polyamine depletion prevented Rac1 activation and inhibited migration of intestinal epithelial cells, an effect that could be rescued by sustained activation of MEK1.[@R86]^,^[@R87]

### AJ assembly depends on Rac1 activation

Assembly of AJ after calcium switch is also dependent on Rac1. Depletion of PTP-PEST, a tyrosine phosphatase located in AJ, increased Rac1 activity but diminished RhoA activity leading to impaired AJ assembly. Additionally, downregulation of PTP-PEST enhanced the migratory behavior of KM12C colonic cells.[@R88] Thus, PTP-PEST, via Rac1 and RhoA, controls AJ stability and suppresses epithelial migration.

### Pathogen-induced Rac1 activation contributes to microbial infection and barrier dysfunction

Many pathogenic bacteria produce virulence factors that target Rho proteins.[@R89] TcdA and B produced by *C. difficile* were able to glycosylate RhoA and Rac1 leading to apoptosis of HT-29 intestinal epithelial cells. Glycosylation of these GTPases induced reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton and G2/M cell cycle arrest. In parallel, this glycosylation led to the activation of caspases 3, 8 and 9 to trigger apoptosis and barrier dysfunction.[@R72] This activity of TcdA/B was counteracted by EGF, rendering Rac1 less susceptible to glycosylation that was dependent on EGF-mediated serine-71 phosphorylation of Rac1.[@R90] Thus, Ser-71 phosphorylation of Rac1 after EGF treatment might be a protective mechanism against microbial infection and subsequent intestinal epithelial barrier dysfunction.

### Inflammation-induced Rac1 activation promotes apoptosis and barrier destabilization

Rac1 is also involved in modulating apoptosis during inflammation. TNF-α-induced apoptosis in IEC-6 cells was prevented by inhibition of Rac1 and subsequent inhibition of caspases 3, 8, and 9.[@R91] Additionally, Rac1 inhibition also prevented TNF-α-induced activation of JNK1/2, a key proapoptotic regulator, while it did not affect TNF-α-induced ERK1/2 and Akt activation in IEC-6 cells. Thus, Rac1 is involved in intestinal epithelial apoptosis during inflammation via JNK, a mechanism that may negatively affect epithelial homeostasis. Infection of HT-29 cells by *Entamoeba histolytica* also induced caspase-independent cell death that was significantly reduced by siRNA-mediated downregulation of Rac1, thus corroborating a role of Rac1 for epithelial viability during infection/inflammation.[@R92]

In genetic studies, two single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of Rac1 and increased expression of Rac1 in human colon biopsies have been associated to UC, further highlighting the importance of Rac1 in the pathogenesis of IBD.[@R93]

Rac2
----

Rac2 is a member of the Rho family that is almost exclusively expressed in hematopoietic cells where it is part of the NADPH oxidase complex. Interestingly, a genetic association of Rac2 to CD has been reported.[@R94] Rac2 deficiency was accompanied by defective clearance of *Aspergillus fumigatus* and a dominant-negative Rac2 mutation led to life-threatening bacterial infections in two case reports.[@R95]^,^[@R96] Thus, Rac2 plays an important role in host defense. Recently, the effects of Rac2 deficiency on colitis development have been investigated in a *Citrobacter rodentium* infection model.[@R97] Even though a delay in bacterial clearance was observed accompanied by epithelial hyperproliferation, barrier dysfunction, increased inflammatory responses of lymphocytes and increased leukocyte recruitment, all mice recovered from the infection. The authors concluded that Rac2-dependent bacterial clearance is dependent on the type of pathogen and that the observed changes in the intestinal epithelium are maybe due to increased lymphocyte responsiveness. These results are interesting because they demonstrate that the functionality of intestinal epithelial cells is also dependent on correct GTPase signaling in immune cells ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

Cdc42
-----

Cell division cycle 42 (cdc42) is another important member of the Rho family that often acts in concert with Rac1 and thus has similar effects on the intestinal epithelial barrier.[@R58] Cdc42 regulates actin branching via its effector neural Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (N-WASP) and plays important roles in cell adhesion, proliferation, differentiation, migration and polarity.[@R98] Signaling mediated by cdc42 that affects intestinal barrier integrity are summarized in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

![**Figure 5.** Cdc42-mediated signaling pathways regulating intestinal epithelial homeostasis. Cartoon depicting molecular mechanisms employed by cdc42 to control intestinal epithelial barrier integrity. Arrows indicate activation and lines with bars inhibition. Each color represents a separate pathway. Question marks indicate known outcomes by yet undefined mechanisms. For details see text.](tisb-1-e26938-g5){#F5}

### Cdc42 regulates cell polarity and proliferation during barrier formation

Cdc42 is also involved in intestinal epithelial tissue morphogenesis by regulating cell polarity. Depletion of cdc42 in Caco-2 cells growing in a three-dimensional matrix disrupted mitotic spindle orientation during cell division causing compromised location of the apical surfaces within the cyst.[@R99] Additionally, activation of cdc42 by Tuba, a cdc42 GEF, was necessary for correct spindle orientation. This effect seemed to be regulated via Par6B and atypical PKC since downregulation of these molecules phenocopied the observed effects on mitotic spindle orientation seen after loss of cdc42.[@R100] Proper lumen formation in 3D by Caco-2 cells was not only dependent on Tuba but also on N-WASP, a cdc42 effector molecule.[@R101] Downregulation of N-WASP led to similar defects in lumenogenesis as compared with Tuba depletion. Additionally, Tuba depletion caused delayed cell contact reassembly after calcium switch, effects that could be mimicked by cdc42 inhibition or N-WASP depletion.[@R102] These data highlight the importance of a functional Tuba/cdc42/N-WASP axis during epithelial barrier formation.

### Crypt morphology and stem cell-mediated self-renewal depends on cdc42

A functional intestinal epithelium depends on constant renewal by differentiation of adult intestinal stem cells to constantly replace dying cells. In intestinal epithelial-specific cdc42 KO mice, the number of proliferating stem cells was increased leading to hyperplasia, crypt enlargement and increased permeability to 4 kDa FITC-dextran.[@R103] In these mice, migration of stem and progenitor cells along the crypt-villus axis was increased. While only a minor defect in junction orientation was observed, epithelial polarity was impaired most likely contributing to increased intestinal permeability. In this study, it has also been demonstrated that the morphology of intestinal epithelial-specific cdc42-KO mice resembles that of MVID patients. Furthermore, cdc42-deficient stem cells showed defects in cell division, a reduced capacity for clonal expansion and increased apoptosis.[@R104] Interestingly, in this study an interplay of cdc42 and Rab8a, another small GTPase of the Rab subfamily, has been demonstrated, since cdc42 deficiency impeded Rab8a activation and subsequent interactions with its effectors, thus preventing Rab8a-dependent vesicle trafficking. Vice versa, Rab8a was required for cdc42-GTP activity in the intestinal epithelium. These data demonstrate that cdc42 is required for a functional intestinal stem cell niche to ensure proper mucosal self-renewal.

### GAP-mediated control of cdc42 activity is required for barrier formation

Similar to other small GTPases, cdc42 must be regulated in space and time to ensure first intestinal cell contact formation and then stabilization of the formed barrier. A recent study identified sh3-domain binding protein (SH3BP1), a GAP for cdc42 and Rac1, as a potential mechanism in Caco-2 cells.[@R105] SH3BP1 formed a complex with the TJ adaptor molecules paracingulin and CD2AP to mediate normal cdc42 signaling and junction formation as downregulation of either adaptor molecule caused cdc42 inactivation. Downregulation of SH3BP1 in Caco-2 cells led to altered actin dynamics including reduced junctional actin belt formation and increased basal fiber formation accompanied by altered junctional composition leading to barrier dysfunction. Importantly, SH3BP1 depletion caused basal accumulation of active cdc42, whereas in control cells active cdc42 was mostly located apically. On the other hand, the filamentous actin-capping protein capZ1 also interacted with this SH3BP1 complex and capZ1 depletion led to a failure of junctional actin belt formation. The authors concluded that epithelial morphogenesis requires formation of this complex that controls actin dynamics and junction maturation by regulating spatio-temporal cdc42 signaling.

### AMP-18 promotes TJ stability via cdc42

A substance that is known to support the intestinal epithelial barrier in vivo and in vitro is 18 kDa antrum mucosal protein (AMP-18).[@R106] Treatment of Caco-2 cells with this peptide led to activation of both p38 and PKCϛ, accumulation of ZO-1, ZO-2 and JAM-A at TJ and stabilization of junctional actin filaments.[@R107] Via active PKCϛ and cdc42, the polarity complex PKCϛ/Par6/cdc42-GTP/ECT2/Par3 was recruited to TJ where it promoted TJ formation and stabilization by assembly of TJ molecules. Importantly, AMP-18 significantly protected mice from DSS-induced colitis. The authors speculated that AMP-18 may prove beneficial in IBD patients by stabilizing TJ and thus epithelial barrier function.

### Cdc42 as target for mucosal pathogens

Cdc42 is also known as a target for toxins produced by pathogens.[@R89] For example, SopE, an effector molecule acting as GEF produced by *Salmonella typhimurium*, activated both cdc42 and Rac1 leading to caspase-1 activation and increased secretion of the proinflammatory cytokine IL-1β in enterocytes to trigger intestinal inflammation and permeability.[@R108] Cotransfection of SopE with dominant-negative versions of cdc42 and Rac1 interfered with caspase-1 activation and IL-1β secretion, with Rac1 clompletely and cdc42 partially blocking it. If cdc42 then acts on Rac1 rather than on SopE/caspase-1 signaling needs to be verified. However, interfering with RhoA signaling did affect neither caspase-1 activation nor IL-1β secretion, thus proving a specific role of SopE for cdc42 and Rac1.

Additionally, *Campylobacter jejuni* activates cdc42 to facilitate host cell invasion in the gut.[@R109] Studies using inhibitors, siRNA and KO cells identified a crucial role for the cdc42-GEF vav2 in pathogen-induced cdc42 activation. This activation occurred downstream of fibronectin/β1-integrin, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR) and PI3K. Activation of cdc42 via this axis caused intestinal epithelial dysfunction, filopodia formation and consequently increased host invasion. The potential pathogenic effector molecule causing activation of this signaling cascade has been suggested to be the fibronectin-binding protein CadF because infection with a CadF mutant strain almost completely abolished cdc42 activation.[@R110]

In summary, small GTPases of the Rho family play an important role during host-pathogen interaction ([Figs. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}--[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Aberrant GTPase signaling caused by pathogenic effector molecules causes intestinal epithelial dysfunction and facilitates invasion. Understanding the exact mechanisms how toxins interfere with GTPase signaling may therefore help to develop new strategies for the treatment of diseases with intestinal epithelial barrier malfunctions.

It is important to keep in mind that different members of the Rho subfamily have differential effects on the intestinal epithelial barrier.[@R58] Both activation and deactivation of RhoA by bacterial toxins increased permeability to both ions and 4 kDa FITC-dextran in Caco-2 cells, while only activation of cdc42 and Rac1 decreased permeability and deactivation of all three GTPases increased permeability. These results further demonstrate the importance of a spatio-temporal fine-tuning of Rho GTPase signaling for intestinal epithelial homeostasis.

Ras family
==========

The Ras oncogenes that are now considered the founding members of the Ras family (H-, K-, and N-Ras) were identified around 50 y ago as part of a virus that causes tumor formation in mice.[@R111] In 1981 these genes were identified as mutated forms of cellular proto-oncogenes.[@R112] In 1987 it was clarified that these mutations render the GTPases insensitive to GAPs leading to constitutively active GTPase signaling.[@R113] Ras GTPases are predominantly localized at the plasma membrane from where they convey extracellular signals into multiple intracellular signaling pathway.[@R114] Activated Ras proteins are known to activate major signaling pathways mediated by p38 MAPK, ERK, JNK, PI3K or RalGDS.[@R115] These signals ensure strict regulation of different important cellular processes such as polarization, adhesion and proliferation. The activation of Ras GTPases is regulated by three different groups of Ras GEFs, the mammalian son-of-sevenless (mSos) proteins, Ras guanine nucleotide releasing proteins (RasGRPs) and Ras guanine nucleotide-releasing factors (RasGRFs).[@R116] Mechanistically, spatio-temporal activity of Ras GTPases is mediated by differential post-translational modifications of the C-terminal peptide to guide Ras proteins to distinct cellular membrane compartments, thus ensuring specific interactions with GEFs and effector molecules.[@R115] Compared with the Rho family, not so much is known about the involvement of Ras GTPase signaling in tissue barrier stability. Given its role as oncogene, Ras itself has mostly been studied in the context of cancer. Thus, the best studied members with respect to intestinal epithelial barrier formation are Rap1 and Rap2 (compare [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, and [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).[@R117]

![**Figure 6.** Signaling pathways of members of the Ras subfamily regulating intestinal epithelial homeostasis. Cartoon depicting molecular mechanisms employed by Ras family members to control intestinal epithelial barrier integrity. Arrows indicate activation and lines with bars inhibition. Each color represents a separate pathway. Question marks indicate known outcomes by yet undefined mechanisms. For details see text.](tisb-1-e26938-g6){#F6}

Ras1
----

### Ras1 activation determines severity of experimental colitis

Ras proteins have been extensively studied because 10--20% of all human tumors are characterized by constitutively activated Ras mutants with mutations in K-RAS in around 40% of colorectal cancer cases.[@R118] An involvement of Ras1 in the development of intestinal inflammation and epithelial barrier dysfunction in vivo has been found studying mice deficient for kinase suppressor of Ras1 (KSR1).[@R119] When injected intraperitoneally with TNF-α, these mice are more prone to chronic colitis and show increased colon epithelial apoptosis which is due to a failure to activate an anti-apoptotic pathway involving Raf-1/MEK/ERK, NF-κB and Akt ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Evidence for a direct role of Ras and not only its suppressor KSR1 came from two recent studies, which showed that Ras expression and activation levels are increased in a DSS colitis mouse model and a TNBS colitis rat model, respectively. DSS colitis was ameliorated by treatment with farnesylthiosalicylic acid (FTS) which was accompanied by decreased levels of active Ras.[@R120] On the other hand, TNBS colitis in rats was ameliorated by moxibustion, a traditional Chinese medical therapy which caused downregulation of inflammation-induced expression of Ras, Raf, MEK and ERK and concomitant suppression of this signaling pathway.[@R121] These data implicate an important proinflammatory role of Ras in the pathogenesis of IBD and warrant further investigation to prove therapeutical potential of Ras inhibitors.

Rap1
----

Ras-related protein 1 (Rap1) is activated by different extracellular signals and regulatory proteins and participates in a broad range of cellular processes including epithelial cell contact formation ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).[@R117] Rap1 exists in two different isoforms, Rap1A and Rap1B.[@R122]

### Rap1 is involved in the regulation of cell adhesion and migration

Rap1 is required for homotypic E-cadherin interactions.[@R123] Afadin, an adaptor protein that binds to different junctional proteins, has been shown to reduce endocytosis of E-cadherin that is not engaged in homophilic interactions in the presence of Rap1.[@R124] Moreover, knockdown of afadin in MDCK cells inhibited recruitment of different tight junction proteins such as claudin-1, occludin, JAM-A and ZO-1 to cell-cell contacts suggesting an activation of afadin via Rap1.[@R125] This mechanism could also be important for intestinal epithelial barrier stabilization by promoting the recruitment of different junctional proteins to cell-cell contacts. Indeed, studies using colonic SK-CO15 cells revealed that JAM-A dimerization is needed for PDZ-GEF2 and afadin interactions with JAM-A.[@R126] Afadin recruited Rap1A in close proximity to PDZ-GEF2 through which it was maintained in an active GTP-bound state to stabilize β1-integrin levels and cell migration. In this study, knockdown of Rap1A, but not Rap1B, reduced both β1-integrin levels and cell migration. However, even though this mechanism affected cell adhesion and migration, it has recently been shown not to affect TER.[@R127]

### Rap1 contributes to intestinal epithelial barrier stabilization in vivo

By contrast, conditional intestinal-specific afadin KO mice showed lower basal active Rap1 levels and reduced junctional localization of nectins in primary colonic epithelial cells accompanied by increased intestinal permeability to 4 kDa FITC-dextran in vivo.[@R128] These mice were also more susceptible to DSS colitis. Thus, afadin is important for proper Rap1 activation and control of epithelial barrier function under basal and inflammatory conditions in vivo and in vitro. However, the exact mechanism by which Rap1 regulates these processes remains to be elucidated in future studies.

### Active Rap1 stabilizes the barrier by dampening acto-myosin contractility

In DLD1 colorectal adenocarcinoma cells, ephrin-B1 stimulation led to activation of RhoA and Ras but inactivation of Rap1 causing actin cytoskeleton remodeling, cell retraction and detachment from the extracellular matrix.[@R129] Moreover, both introduction of constitutively active Rap1 and treatment with the ROCK-specific inhibitor Y-27632 inhibited these processes suggesting a critical role for Rap1 in the regulation of RhoA/ROCK-mediated actin dynamics.

Rap2
----

Rap2 is closely related to Rap1 with a 60% sequence identity and it has been shown to be regulated by the same GEFs and GAPs as Rap1 although with less efficiency.[@R130] Recent studies elucidated a role of Rap2 activity in intestinal epithelia ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).[@R131]

### Rap2A regulates brush border formation and barrier stability

Silencing of Rap2A by shRNA significantly reduced brush border formation in Ls174T-W4 intestinal epithelial cells. Rap2A induced brush border formation after translocation from the cytosol to the apical side of the plasma membrane where it was activated by PDZ-GEF and in turn activated its effectors Traf2- and NCK-interacting protein kinase (TNIK) and mammalian STE20-like protein kinase 4 (MST4) to phosphorylate the actin-binding protein ezrin. Ezrin then triggered actin remodeling for polarization and brush border formation. Moreoever, ezrin is important for cell-cell adhesion by regulating E-cadherin-dependent assembly of AJ via activation of Rac1.[@R132] In normal colon tissue, ezrin localized at cell-cell junctions, whereas it was predominantly found in the cytoplasm in colon tumor tissue. This translocation possibly contributes to the weakening of cell-cell contacts and to an increased invasive potential. Altogether, these data support the idea that Rap2A contributes to a stable intestinal epithelial barrier by promoting the localization of ezrin at the apical side of epithelial cells to trigger cell-cell contact formation and homeostasis.

### Rap2 contributes to AJ homeostasis

Analysis of HT-29 cells depleted of Rap1GAP, a negative regulator of Rap1A/B and Rap2A/B/C in mammalian cells, showed increased Rap1 and Rap2 activity accompanied with altered localization of E-cadherin, β-catenin and p-120 catenin.[@R133] This suggests that Rap1GAP is involved in controlling AJ homeostasis in colonic epithelial cells via regulating both Rap1 and Rap2 activity. However, the mechanisms by which Rap2 isoforms affect intestinal epithelial permeability are still poorly understood.

### Rap2C and JAM-A are required for TJ stability by controlling acto-myosin contractility

A very recent study showed that Rap2C was activated upon association of the cytoplasmic tail of JAM-A with the second PDZ domain of ZO-2.[@R127] Afadin formed a complex with JAM-A and ZO-2 to recruit PDZ-GEF1 and activate Rap2C in SK-CO15 cells. Downregulation of any of these molecules led to reduced TER suggesting a potential role for this complex in the regulation of intestinal epithelial permeability by controlling the activation of Rap2C. Furthermore, JAM-A also dampened actomyosin contractility via RhoA, since downregulation of JAM-A led to higher levels of active RhoA and MLC phosphorylation.[@R127] These results suggest a potential inhibitory role for JAM-A-activated Rap2C on RhoA that may represent another mechanism by which JAM-A stabilizes the epithelial barrier.

All the mechanisms mentioned before highlight the importance of Rap1 and 2 for the control of epithelial barrier stability by controling different processes such as cell migration, actin dynamics and formation of epithelial junctions.

Rab family
==========

The Rab family of GTPases forms the largest branch within the Ras superfamily. More than 60 members have been identified in humans to date and, while not all have been investigated in detail, several Rab GTPases are master regulators of vesicle formation and trafficking.[@R32] Rab GTPases are structurally similar to other small GTPases with a globular GTP-binding domain, two molecular switch regions, a hypervariable C-terminus that is crucial for correct membrane targeting, and a CAAX motif that can be prenylated or geranylgeranylated to allow membrane association. Additionally, Rabs contain unique conserved stretches of amino acids that are absent in other GTPases and allow classification of Rab subfamilies. These unique stretches are also thought to play a role in defining the specificity of Rabs for certain effectors and membrane localizations. Rabs are delivered to membranes by GDIs in an inactive GDP-bound state where they get activated by appropriate GEFs, a process that is in some cases facilitated by GDI displacement factors (GDF).[@R134] Correct Rab delivery is of utmost importance since the localization of different Rabs on different types of cytosolic membranes is a hallmark of proper intracellular vesicle trafficking. In epithelial cells, newly synthesized components of TJ and AJ are delivered by endosomes via the endoplasmatic reticulum and the Golgi apparatus to the correct final location. This is important because polarized epithelia are characterized by a strict separation of the apical and basolateral plasma membrane compartments. This is achieved by the so called fence function of TJ that prevents membrane components from freely diffusing between these compartments. Among the machinery of regulating molecules, various Rab GTPases can be found that contribute to correct AJC assembly and maintenance in intestinal epithelial cells. Pathways involving members of the Rab family that affect epithelial homeostasis are depicted in [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and summarized in [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

![**Figure 7.** Signaling pathways of members of the Rab subfamily regulating vesicular transport for the control of intestinal epithelial homeostasis. Cartoons depicting molecular mechanisms employed by the Rab subfamily to control intestinal epithelial barrier integrity. Arrows indicate activation and lines with bars inhibition. Each color represents a separate pathway. Question marks indicate known outcomes by yet undefined mechanisms. For details see text.](tisb-1-e26938-g7){#F7}

Rab5 mediates endocytosis and recycling of AJC proteins in calcium-switch assays
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Temporal loosening of junctional adhesion can be required in certain pathophysiologic conditions in response to extracellular stimuli. This is usually achieved by internalization of AJC proteins. This process of junction disassembly can be mimicked by calcium depletion in vitro since homophilic adhesive interactions of several junctional transmembrane molecules depend on calcium. In T84 cells, calcium depletion led to rapid clathrin-dependent internalization of several junctional molecules including JAM-A, occludin, ZO-1, E-cadherin and β-catenin.[@R135] Importantly, vesicles containing junctional molecules also stained positive for Rab5, a marker of early endosomes. At later time points (30--60 min), colocalization of junctional markers with Rab5 was lost. However, colocalization with Rab4 or Rab11 (recycling endosomes), Rab7 or Rab9 (late endosomes), LAMP-1 (lysosomes), GM130 and TGN38 (Golgi), or calnexin (endoplasmic reticulum) could neither be observed. By contrast, junctional markers colocalized with syntaxin-4 which had been described as a marker for a basolateral storage compartment. After calcium addition, junctional molecules were retargeted to apical junctions suggesting that the internalized vesicles are recycled. The authors concluded that this recycling mechanism is exploited by intestinal epithelial cells to quickly respond to extracellular stimuli with a transient opening of junctions followed by re-sealing of cell contacts.

Rab5 and Rab34 are required for occludin-mediated Coxsackie virus infection
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Interestingly, coxsackievirus invasion of Caco-2 cells required activity of both Rab5 and Rab34.[@R136] Activation of these GTPases promoted specific internalization of occludin from TJ in a macropinocytosis-like fashion that depended also on caveolin. Downregulation of either occludin, Rab5 or Rab34, but not Rab7 or Rab13, prevented virus entry, highlighting the importance of these GTPases for occludin internalization during Coxsackie virus infection. These data demonstrate that a single TJ molecule can be specifically targeted without further affecting TJ composition. Certain viral infections may therefore open new strategies for studying mechanisms of TJ disassembly.

Rab4, Rab11 and Rab13 are involved in epithelial inflammation
-------------------------------------------------------------

In contrast to clathrin-mediated endocytosis after calcium depletion, the proinflammatory cytokine IFN-γ induced internalization of the TJ proteins JAM-A, claudin-1 and occludin via macropinocytosis.[@R137] In this study, colocalization of TJ proteins with the recycling endosome markers Rab4 and Rab11 was detected, whereas no colocalization with late endosomal or lysosomal markers could be detected. Interestingly, internalized TJ proteins did not get degraded but were rather recycled to the apical membrane after removing IFN- γ. This Rab-dependent mechanism of TJ macropinocytosis may thus represent a mechanism by which cell contacts are transiently opened under inflammatory conditions. Since this phenomenon has also been observed in inflamed mucosa in vivo, it is likely that excessive contact to proinflammatory cytokines in IBD contributes to continuous barrier dysfunction due to TJ disassembly mediated by endocytosis.

In another study, Rab11 has been suggested as a diagnostic marker for microvillous inclusion diseases (MVID), an intestinal disorder characterized by epithelial barrier dysfunction and diarrhea.[@R138] While Rab11 is located to apical membrane regions in healthy patients and those with enteritis, it translocates to the cytosol in biopsies of MVID patients. It is tempting to speculate that absence of Rab11 from the AJC causes barrier dysfunction leading to MVID-related diarrhea.

In human intestinal biopsies of healthy individuals, Rab13 and VASP were both located at TJ.[@R139] By contrast, in tissues of CD patients in remission, Rab13 and VASP were redistributed to basolateral regions. However, this was not observed in UC tissues. The authors concluded that constant redistribution of these TJ-associated molecules may constitute a latent risk of inflammatory relapse in CD and that Rab13 may play a role in the pathogenesis of CD.

Rab13 contributes to TJ formation and stability
-----------------------------------------------

About 20 y ago, Rab13 was found to co-localize with ZO-1 in forming and established TJ in Caco-2 and mouse intestines.[@R140] Calcium-depletion caused redistribution of Rab13 and ZO-1 into the cytosol. Interestingly, initial E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell contact formation did not lead to Rab13 recruitment to forming AJ suggesting specific functions of Rab13 at TJ. This was confirmed later in MDCK cells by showing that downregulation of Rab13 only affected trafficking of the TJ proteins occludin and claudin-1 but not of E-cadherin. Instead, E-cadherin transport was dependent on the presence of Rab8.[@R141] These results demonstrate that two different Rab GTPases are important for the assembly of TJ (Rab13) and AJ (Rab8).

In conclusion, Rab GTPases do play important roles for intestinal barrier homeostasis, mainly by controlling directed traffic of TJ molecules to and from the AJC ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, other mechanisms such as PKA activation and actin remodeling are regulated by Rabs in non-intestinal epithelial cells.[@R142] If this is the case also in the gut still awaits confirmation.

Arf family
==========

ADP-ribosylation factor (Arf) proteins play a pivotal role in the regulation of membrane traffic, sorting of cargo into vesicles and organelle structure. Besides six mammalian Arf proteins, 20 Arf-like (Arl) proteins and SAR1 belong to the Arf subfamily.[@R22] Arf proteins can also modulate the actin cytoskeleton during formation of membrane ruffles and protrusions through effectors such as phospholipase D and members of the Rho GTPase family. Arfs are also regulated by GEFs and GAPs, but no Arf-specific GDIs have been identified yet. Arf1, Arf2 and Arf3 are active in the Golgi complex as well as in endosomes where they regulate the interaction of actin and actin-binding proteins with the Golgi complex and the assembly of different types of coat complexes into budding vesicles to organize the secretory pathway.[@R143] On the other hand, Arf6 regulates multiple processes such as membrane trafficking, actin remodeling and activation of lipid-modifying enzymes at the plasma membrane such as phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate 5 kinase (PIP5-kinase) and phospholipase D (PLD), thus controling membrane lipid composition and endocytosis.[@R144]^,^[@R145] In epithelial cells, especially Arf-6 can interact with transmembrane proteins, such as E- cadherin and β1-integrin, and adaptor proteins such as paxillin. Thus, Arf proteins can also play important roles for the formation, stability and functional integrity of epithelial junctions as depicted in [Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and listed in [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

Arf6 triggers transcytosis of *E. coli* induced by IFN-γ
--------------------------------------------------------

Arf6 is a known mediator of endocytosis and actin cytoeskeletal remodeling. In T84 cells, IFN-γ treatment caused increased transcytosis of non-invasive *E. coli*.[@R146] This was accompanied by significant increases in ERK1/2 activation and a significant drop in TER. However, the effect of IFN-γ on TER was not associated with reduced expression of occludin or ZO-1 indicating that IFN-γ can stimulate bacterial translocation without significant alteration of TJ composition. The authors also found that bacterial internalization and IFN-γ-stimulated ERK1/2 activation was reduced by MEK1/2, PI3K and Src inhibition. Of note, Arf6 was activated by IFN-γ and inhibited by ERK1/2, PI3K or src inhibition, and siRNA-mediated knock-down of Arf6 significantly reduced IFN-γ-induced internalization of *E.coli*. These data suggest that ERK1/2-mediated Arf6 activation plays an important role in IFN-γ-induced host-pathogen interaction in the gut.

Arf6 promotes PMN recruitment during Salmonella typhimurium infection
---------------------------------------------------------------------

During *S. typhimurium* infection, transmigration of polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMN) across the intestinal epithelium depends on the pathogen type III effector protein SipA.[@R147] SipA recruited Arf6 to the apical plasma membrane to stimulate PLD recruitment and activation. PLD in turn produced phosphatidic acid (PA) that was metabolized by a phosphohydrolase into the second messenger diacylglycerol (DAG) which recruited cytosolic PKC to the apical membrane. Activated PKC then mediated the production and release of chemoattractants to trigger transepithelial migration of PMN. Thus, Arf6 recruitment and activation during infection transduces a complex signaling cascade that triggers PMN recruitment. Although PMN recruitment is important for bacterial clearance, excessive PMN recruitment can induce significant epithelial damage.

Arf1 and 6 mediate endocytosis and intracellular trafficking of cholera toxin
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

In another study, it has been shown that enterocyte maturity is important for host-pathogen interactions in the intestinal mucosa.[@R148] The authors compared the effect of cholera toxin (CT)-mediated G~αs~ activation in two epithelial cell lines, immature (H4) and mature (T84). Immature cells were more susceptible to CT-induced G~αs~ responses leading to increased cAMP production, a higher rate of CT endocytosis, chloride secretion and diarrhea. The authors demonstrated that Arf1 and Arf6 were required in H4 cells for CT-induced ADP-ribosylation of G~αs~. Arf6 was necessary for regulating clathrin-mediated CT-endocytosis, while Arf1 regulated intracellular vesicle trafficking. These results demonstrate that the machinery required for CT endocytosis including Arfs are different in immature enterocytes compared with mature enterocytes.

The Arf1-GEF Golgi brefeldin-sensitive factor 1 controls AJC stability
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Recently, an important role for the Arf1-GEF Golgi brefeldin-sensitive factor 1 (GBF1) has been demonstrated for AJC stability.[@R149] Downregulation of GBF1 caused disassembly of both TJ and AJ leading to increased permeability as measured by TER. This effect was most likely mediated by disrupted Golgi function and vesicular transport of junction proteins from the Golgi to the apical plasma membrane. However, if these GBF1 effects are indeed a direct consequence of reduced Arf1 activation needs to be evaluated.

Arf6 as target during EPEC infection
------------------------------------

EPEC infection is a major cause of diarrhea in the developing world associated with TJ disruption. The EPEC effector proteins EspG1 and EspG2 affected intestinal epithelial cell TJ via disruption of microtubule networks, thus preventing TJ restoration and contributing to EPEC-induced loss of barrier function.[@R150] Another study also demonstrated EspG-induced stress fiber formation via activation of the GEF-H1/RhoA/ROCK1 axis.[@R151] Crystal structure analyses revealed that EspG binds to GTP-loaded Arf6 to block GAP-mediated GTP hydrolysis.[@R152] However, GTP hydrolysis and exchange on Arf6 has been shown to be required for proper membrane transport function suggesting that EspG can inhibit Golgi trafficking by blocking the guanine nucleotide cycle of Arf GTPases. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that EspG alters epithelial junction structure by interfering with Arf signaling to inhibit vesicular transport. If this indeed has consequences for epithelial barrier integrity and pathogen invasion remains to be investigated. In general, Arf GTPases seem to play a crucial role in host-pathogen interactions.

Arfrp1-deficiency causes malnutrition
-------------------------------------

Arfrp1 (ADP-ribosilation factor-related protein1) plays an important role in the regulation of membrane traffic.[@R153] Recently, Arfrp1 has been implicated in the uptake and processing of dietary lipids in the small intestine.[@R154] Using mice lacking intestinal Arfrp1 (Arfrp1^vil−/−^), the authors demonstrated that Arfrp1^vil−/−^-mice suffered from malnutrition. Studying the mechanism using Arfrp1-depleted Caco-2 cells, the authors found that Arfrp1, Rab2 and ApoA-1 were all localized at the trans-Golgi compartment and downregulation of either Rab2, ARL1 or Golgin-245 reduced the release of chylomicrons suggesting that an Arfrp1-Arl1-Golgin-Rab2 casacade is required for correct composition of chylomicrons in intestinal epithelial cells and distribution of nutrients. This mechanism is very important because several human diseases are characterized by defects in the synthesis and secretion of lipoproteins. However, whether this process is somehow related to epithelial barrier function is not known yet.

Arfrp1 and Arl1 are required for E-cadherin trafficking and AJ homeostasis
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Another study using Arfrp1^vil−/−^-mice and an Arfrp1-depleted Hela cell line demonstrated that Arfrp1 was required for correct cell surface localization of the E-cadherin-catenin complex.[@R155] In enterocytes of Arfrp1^vil−/−^-mice, E-cadherin was localized in intracellular compartments colocalizing with cis-Golgi structures, whereas in WT control enterocytes E-cadherin was normally localized at the lateral membrane suggesting that E-cadherin is retained in the Golgi without Arfrp1. Arl1 was also affected in Arfrp1^vil−/−^enterocytes by relocating from the Golgi membrane to the cytosol. However, downregulation of Arl1 alone did not lead to mistargeting of E-cadherin in Hela cells. Interestingly, E-cadherin and its binding partners α-catenin, β-catenin, γ-catenin and p120-catenin co-immunoprecipitated with Arfrp1 from MDCK lysates overexpressing myc-Arfrp1 suggesting direct interactions among these proteins. On the other hand, knockdown of Arfrp1 in the mouse fibroblast cell line Ltk-Ecad that stably expresses E-cadherin resulted in significantly reduced E-cadherin mediated cell-cell adhesion. These results suggest that Arfrp1 has an important role in the transport of E-cadherin from the Golgi to the plasma membrane and E-cadherin-mediated adhesion. Since Arf6 has also been shown to regulate dynamin-dependent endocytosis of E-cadherin in MDCK cells,[@R156] it seems likely that Arf-controlled E-cadherin trafficking is a general mechanism in epithelial cells to regulate AJ homeostasis.

Conclusions
===========

Obviously, signaling by small GTPases is of utmost importance to regulate cellular processes throughout the body. This is reflected by an overwhelming amount of studies on GTPase functions. Mechanisms of GTPase signaling have been extensively studied in various model organisms and cell types. While some of the known mechanisms have been confirmed to also occur in the intestines, others still await confirmation. However, accumulating evidence suggest that mechanisms identified in other organs and cell types also play a crucial role for the regulation of intestinal barrier integrity. These studies revealed that several GTPases of the Ras superfamily contribute to epithelial barrier function via common mechanisms such as regulation of actin dynamics, endosomal trafficking or activation of kinases among others (compare [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Only few mechanisms have so far been attributed to just one GTPase ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). However, this may either be due to a true unique mechanism or solely because the common factors with other GTPases have not yet been identified.

The abundance of GTPases themselves and their regulators and effectors makes this field of investigation a very challenging but exciting task. Several open questions remain that need to be addressed in the future to reveal the usefulness of GTPase-mediated signaling pathways as targets for treatment of IBD and infectious intestinal diseases. First, we are only beginning to understand how GTPases are regulated in space and time to achieve different tasks depending on the status of the cell. Second, it will be important to better understand the mechanisms how signal and target specificity is regulated. For example, a given stimulus can activate several GTPases and one GTPase can be activated by various stimuli. The same is true for effector molecules. One effector can be activated by several GTPases while one GTPase can activate various effectors. However, in some cases only one GTPase is activated which then specifically targets one effector molecule. To better understand these principles will be instrumental for developing specific disease treatment strategies that interfere with GTPase signaling. Third, unraveling the network of GTPase interactions among themselves will also be helpful to understand the bridging of different pathways underlying GTPase-driven cellular responses. Fourth, several TJ and AJ components have been shown to interact with GEFs, GAPs or directly with GTPases to regulate their activation. However, the mechanisms by which GEFs and GAPs are finally modified remain elusive. Last but not least, even though knockout models exist for various GTPases and their regulators, a lot of mechanisms were examined in vitro and have not yet been confirmed in vivo to corroborate the physiological significance.

Addressing these questions will contribute to a better understanding of GTPase-mediated intestinal epithelial homeostasis and maybe to the development of novel treatment strategies for acute and chronic diseases that are characterized by epithelial barrier dysfunction.
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AJ

:   adherens junction

AJC

:   apical junctional complex

Arf

:   ADP-ribosylation factor

Cdc42

:   cell division cycle 42

DSS

:   dextran sulfate sodium

EGF

:   epidermal growth factor

EPEC

:   enteropathogenic *Escherichia coli*

ERK

:   extracellular-regulated kinase

FPR

:   formyl peptide receptor-1

GDP

:   guanylate-diphosphate

GTP

:   guanylate-triphosphate

GAP

:   GTPase-activating protein

GDI

:   guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitor

GEF

:   guanine nucleotide exchange factor

IBD

:   inflammatory bowel disease

IEC

:   intestinal epithelial cells

IL

:   interleukin

JAM

:   junctional adhesion molecule

JNK

:   c-jun N-terminal kinase

MAPK

:   mitogen-activated protein kinase

MDCK

:   Madine Darby canine kidney

mDia1

:   mammalian homolog of *Drosophila* diaphanous 1

MEK

:   MAP/ERK kinase

MLC

:   myosin light chain

MLCP

:   myosin light chain phosphatase

mTOR

:   mammalian target of rapamycin

N-WASP

:   neural Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein

PI3K

:   phosphatidyl-inositol-3-kinase

Rac1

:   ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1

Rap1

:   ras-related protein 1

Ras

:   rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog

RhoA

:   ras homolog A

ROCK1

:   Rho kinase 1

TcdA/B

:   *Clostridium difficile* toxin A/B

TJ

:   tight junction

TNBS

:   2,4,6-trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid

ZO

:   zonula occludens
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